The Dropping of the Ego
Within the Fun Earth Play Divine
It goes without saying, that the following is a well-known axiom
in the One World of Spirit, for all who comprise That World
constitute the One Eternal Knower—that is, The Mind Divine
Embodied as All that Is. You, Me, and All are That! Always were
That! And eternally will remain That! Nothing else is Being!
Awaking is a seeming journey here in the earth material
appearing matrix—that is, the Divine Cosmic Earth Play. It has
varied stages apparently. But it is only a seeming or appearance.
When so-called awakening happens, the Mind that remains is by
no means that pseudo mind that sought for such. Hence,
awakening comes not by seeking! It actually comes not at all. It
appears to happen only when seeking is finally abandoned.

But

seeking is never really finally abandoned by its thinking source.
In plain words: the awake Mind was never nor could It ever be
asleep. The perceived seeking mind is not the awake Mind. The
perceived seeking mind has less than nothing to do with
awaking. Awaking is an erroneous term only. There is no such

thing as awaking.

The ego or human mind is, in a sense, a

trickster—it is the sole source of the notion of awaking.
Only when the deceptive ego is dropped-does the Awake State
remain as ever It Is. The ego is like a blinder of the Soul—but not
really, only in a pretend way. The Soul is Divine in every case.
The Soul is the Only True You. The Soul never sleeps in an illusion
called dream. The Soul is always awake.
How does the ego or human mind get dropped? Firstly, No
human mind or ego is ever interested in its dissolution. Hence,
egos only play a very deceptive game—pretending they are
interested in or seeking enlightenment (awakening). However, If
the ego lived for fifty million years, it would still be playing the
same game—an imaginary game that can never attain its
imaginary goal.
Hence, believing in enlightenment and the search for such is
entirely a pseudo belief—a belief of the ego only. The ego is the
epitome of untruth. Such never tells the truth. It is the father of
lies in the Divine Play. The ego is the false-self of the human
dream. The ego is not the Soul. The Soul Is God!
Again, how does this imposter get dropped, since there is no
hope that it would ever drop itself? The ego is sort of hiding the

individual Soul that is always poised behind the earth personality
and body. But just a-make-believe hiding!
In the Play Divine each bodily performer is said to have an ego
blocking the real essence or Soul represented by that body, from
being in open expression.

Hence when the ego is dropped the

Soul or God-Mind is said to be in instant manifestation in its
place.
But in truth, an entity such as an ego does not even actually
exist much less could such ever hide Divinity from Its Radiant
Immutable Blissful Expression. Hence, the Fun Way of the Magical
Earth Play!
The ego is dropped alone at the specific timing as pre-set in the
Script arrangement of the Divine Play. Contrary to ego-speech,
no dynamic within the Play can possibly accomplish this event!

https://youtu.be/nYIA2YMpE8w
Life has NO Goals, No Purpose-Osho

